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Waterpower /Nonelectrical Applications

Something for Nothing:
Water Pumping Itself
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every 2 ft. of horizontal distance is the maximum slope allow;'
able, A rise of 1 ft. for every 20 ft. of horizontal is the minimum.
As a rule. the drivepipe diameter should be about twice that.of ;
the delivery pipe, and the cross-sectional area of both pipes"
should be large enough so that friction between the pipe walls
and the moving water is negligible. For a similar reason r , there ,
should be as little bending in the pipes as possible. In norther~.' '.

~~ -- areas bury the pipes below the frost line and house both the ram ••,'" '~' ~ "':§i;-~" _ ;;;; and water storage tank In well-Insulated structures.
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Hydraulic Rams
Although a stream or other water source may be consid-
erably below the level of your house, it can be tapped for
fresh water without relying on electrical motors, wind-
mills, hand pumps, or buckets. The trick is to use the
water to pump itself. The Amish system on the next page
is one method. A more common approach is to use a
hydraulic ram, a century-old invention that at first
glance seems to give something for nothing.
The heart of a hydraulic ram is a special pump, or ram,

that uses the energy of a large mass of water dropping a
short distance to raise a small amount of water far above
its source level. A typical installation is illustrated at the
top of the page. Ideally, for a fall of 10 feet and an
elevation of 50 feet, 50 gallons per minute of water
flowing down the drivepipe would be able to pump 10
gallons per minute into the storage tank, with the
remaining 40 gallons being returned to the stream. In
actual practice, however, rams operate at about 50 per-
cent efficiency so that the water delivered would be half
the ideal figure-5 gallons per minute in the example.
Rams pump at a cyclic rate of 20 to 150 times per

minute. 'rh" ram shown at right has two built-in rate
adjustments: a sliding weight that regulates spring ten-
sion and a bolt that limits valve movement. Increasing
tension and restricting valve motion speeds the rate and
decreases tilt, a':uuunt ofwater pumped. Such a control is
useful when waterflow in the stream drops off. If a ram's
pumping capacity exceeds the stream's flow rate, inter-
mittent and inefficient operation results.
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The ram pumping cycle

Drivepipe Clack valve
(open!

1. The cycle begins with the no-return
valve closed and the clack valve open.
Water starts to flow down the drivepipe,
out of the clack valve. and onto the floor
of the ram enclosure from which it is
drained off and returned to the stream. As
the flow builds up momentum, pressure
against the clack valve increases. Within a
second or so the pressure rises to a point
where it overcomes the force of the clack
valve's weighted spring. The valve closes
and the water stops pouring out of it.

Delivery pipe

2. With the clack valve closed the water in
the drivepipe begins to push against the
no-return valve, opening it. Water now
flows into the air dome. comprcssir-g the
air trapped inside while at the same time
forcing water into and up the delivery
pipe. After about a second, the air pressure
inside the dome becomes great enough to
exert a counterpressure that closes the
no-return valve again. With both valves
closed waterflow down the drivepipe mo-
mentarily stops.

Snifter hole

Clack valve
(starting to open)

3. With the no-return valve closed. pres-
sure in the dome continues to drive the
water in the delivery pipe upward toward
the storage tank. At the same time the
clack valve's spring opens the valve again
because the pressure of the now station'
ary water in the drivepipe has fallen off. AI
this point, the conditions are the same a!
in Step 1 and the cycle repeats. Note that
the flow of water up the delivery pipe i!
continuous, largely because of the cush
ioning action of the air in the dome.


